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ABSTRACT
The limitations such as toxicity, brittleness, scarcity, and high cost of currently available materials for energy storage and transparent electrode applications in bendable electronics create a need for green, sustainable, and cost-effective alternatives. Organic
conducting polymers (CPs) can transport charge across conjugated sp2 carbon network.
Their low-tuneable band gap, flexibility, and transparency could make them viable alternatives. However, the challenges such as processability, stability, biocompatibility,
and production cost remain milestones to achieve. Therefore, this thesis work is an
effort toward a green and sustainable future.
Poly(3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), known for its conductivity, robustness, and biocompatibility and polyazulene (PAz), known for its high capacitance are
selected for studies due to their unique abilities. Fabrication of highly electrically conducting ultra-thin films of PEDOT is done by developing and optimizing a cost-efficient vapor phase polymerization method at atmospheric pressure (AP-VPP) and combining a layer-by-layer (L-b-L) synthesis approach. As a result, AP-VPP PEDOT films
showed comparative sheet resistance, transmittance, and conductivity with commercially available ITO-coated materials. In contrast, the flexible, green organic nature and
high capacitance of PEDOT thin films overcome the competition with ITO-coated materials. Similarly, well-organized high-capacitance PAz films are L-b-L synthesized using an optimized AP-VPP process.
The influence of factors such as substrate surface cleaning, oxidant solution, oxidant spin coating rate and time, cell and substrate temperature, polymerization time,
drying and annealing temperature and time, air vs nitrogen atmosphere, and washingsolvents on film properties were studied during the optimization process for both the
CPs. Properties like optical bandgap, sheet resistance, surface roughness, conductivity,
capacitance, and % transmittance provided a route for process optimization. Furthermore, FTIR, Raman, and UV–Vis spectroscopy were utilized to analyse the extended
conjugation along with the type and trend in the charge carriers generated upon doping
the resulting films. Microscope imaging, AFM, and SEM were utilized to analyse surface morphologies and microstructures. The capacitance properties, transport of counterions across multiple layers, and charge transport resistance were investigated using
cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. In addition, the characterization techniques complement each other in data interpretation. PEDOT and PAz
films produced in the present work and their properties are compared with available
reports in the literature.
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Energian varastointisovelluksissa ja taivutettavassa läpinäkyvässä elektroniikassa tällä
hetkellä saatavilla olevien materiaalien rajoitukset, kuten myrkyllisyys, hauraus, niukkuus ja korkeat kustannukset luovat tarpeen vihreille, kestäville ja kustannustehokkaille
vaihtoehdoille. Orgaaniset johtavat polymeerit voivat toimia varauksenkuljettajina konjugoidun sp2-hiiliverkkonsa ansiosta. Niillä on myös alhainen ja muokattavissa oleva
energiavyö, ja ne ovat joustavia sekä läpinäkyviä, minkä vuoksi ne voisivat olla käyttökelpoinen vaihtoehto. Haasteet, kuten prosessoitavuus, pysyvyys, yhteensopivuus ja tuotantokustannukset, ovat kuitenkin edelleen virstanpylväitä, jotka on saavutettava. Tämä
väitöskirjatyö on pyrkimys kohti vihreää ja kestävää tulevaisuutta.
Johdepolymeerit poly(3,4-etyleenidioksitiofeeni) (PEDOT), joka tunnetaan johtavuudestaan, kestävyydestään ja biologisesta yhteensopivuudestaan, sekä polyatsuleeni (PAz),
joka tunnetaan korkeasta kapasitanssistaan, valittiin tähän tutkimustyöhön ainutlaatuisista
kyvyistään johtuen. Työssä kehitettiin ja optimoitiin ilmakehän paineessa toimiva höyryfaasipolymerointimenetelmä (AP-VPP), jolla saadaan kustannustehokkaasti valmistettua
erittäin sähköä johtavia ja ohuita PEDOT-kalvoja käyttäen kerros kerrokselta (L-b-L) synteesimenetelmää. Tällä menetelmällä valmistettujen AP-VPP PEDOT-kalvojen resistanssi, transmittanssi ja johtavuus ovat vertailukelpoisia kaupallisesti saatavilla olevien
ITO-pinnoitettujen materiaalien kanssa. Toisaalta PEDOT-ohutkalvot ovat orgaanisia,
joustavia ja niillä on korkea kapasitanssi, minkä ansiosta ne voittavat epäorgaanisen ja
hauraan ITO materiaalin. Samaa menetelmää käytettiin myös hyvin järjestäytyneiden korkean kapasitanssin PAz-kalvojen valmistuksessa.
Substraatin pinnan puhdistuksen, käytetyn hapetinliuoksen, hapettimen pyöröpinnoitusnopeuden ja -ajan, kennon ja substraatin lämpötilan, polymerointiajan, kuivausja hehkutuslämpötilan ja -ajan, kennon ilmakehän ja pesuliuottimien vaikutusta kalvon
ominaisuuksiin tutkittiin. Prosessissa pyrittiin optimoimaan materiaalin optiset ominaisuudet, resistanssi, pinnan karheus, johtavuus, kapasitanssi ja transmittanssi. Lisäksi
FTIR-, Raman- ja UV-Vis-spektroskopiaa käytettiin analysoimaan materiaalin konjugaatiota ja kalvojen seostuksessa syntyvien varauksenkuljettajien ominaisuuksia. Mikroskooppikuvausta, elektronimikroskooppia (SEM) ja atomivoimamikroskooppia
(AFM) käytettiin pinnan morfologioiden ja mikrorakenteiden analysointiin. Kalvojen
kapasitanssia, vastaionien kulkua eri kerrosten välillä ja resistanssia tutkittiin sähkökemiallisilla menetelmillä, kuten syklisellä voltammetrialla ja impedanssispektroskopialla. Työssä käytetyt karakterisointitekniikat täydentävät toisiaan. Työssä valmistettujen PEDOT- ja PAz-kalvojen ominaisuuksia verrattiin kirjallisuudessa saatavilla oleviin raportteihin.
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1

Introduction

Today, electronic displays and touch screens are entirely unified in daily life and in
several applications across the industrial sector. They are established and employed
in all societal sectors, e.g., education, health care, transportation, automotive, sports
and entertainment events, smartphones, and computers. The foremost applications
driving the market are cell phones/smartphones, automotive displays, computing devices, e-readers, smart televisions, government agencies, retail and corporate establishments, transportation industry, health care institutions, and upcoming flexible
devices.

Electronic
Display

Figure 1. A general schematic of electronic display.

Modern electronic displays have replaced conventional displays such as galvanometers, counters, and paper displays. Figure 1 shows the schematic of an electronic
display. Over the last few decades, the field has evolved from monochrome cathoderay tube (CRT) and monochrome plasma display to thin-film transistor liquid crystal
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display (TFT-LCD), full-colour plasma display and to organic light-emitting diode
(OLED) / active matrix-OLED (AMOLED) displays [1–6]. The AMOLED, OLED,
and micro-LED are examples of cutting-edge high-resolution display technology developments [1,4,7]. The advanced displays are energy-efficient, low on maintenance,
comparatively affordable, and more durable than traditional displays. In addition,
technical innovation brought in a profound turn from conventional sluggish and inaccurate resistive mono-touch screens to very sensitive multi-touch capacitive smart
touch screen displays [8–13]. Furthermore, capacitive touchscreens benefit from the
limitations of acoustic wave touchscreens, such as error, mono touch, tap strength,
versatility, and touch-hold [8,10]. Touch screens have simplified and accelerated the
use of the internet of things (IoT) through a direct interaction of a user-friendly interface. Figure 2 shows the schematic of a touchscreen which can be used individually or integrated with a display.

Touchscreen
Figure 2. A schematic of touchscreen.

Due to the challenges in energy consumption and its green source alongside technological development and improved lifestyle, the need for energy storage and
transport devices such as advanced batteries and supercapacitors is simultaneously
growing [14–18].
Figure 3 shows the schematic of smart glass and supercapacitor. The growth of
the smart glass market and optimal energy saving through innovative glass applications is mainly driven by applications in automobiles, ships, aeroplanes, and energyefficient infrastructures [19–24]. As a result, market sizes of electronic displays [25],
touchscreens [26], smart windows [27], and energy storage devices [28–30] are billions of euros and growing with tremendous speed. This rapid evolutions in markets
demand heavy raw material inflow, green resources, low-cost production, and minimal damage to the environment.
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Supercap

Figure 3. A schematic of smart glass and supercapacitor-

Indium tin oxide (ITO) is well-known electrode material used in touchscreens, electronic displays, and emerging smart glasses with well-known processing technology
and efficiency [31,32]. Even though there is massive use of ITO materials in various
electronics, little is known about the toxicity of ITO. Recent toxicological studies
show bioaccumulation and lung diseases such as pulmonary fibrosis and pneumonia
caused by ITO exposure [33–37]. The use of silver nanowires and carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) as electrode materials for the same applications has been growing [38–41].
Various scientific articles have reported the toxicity of CNTs, such as bioaccumulation, mitochondria damage in rat-brain, genotoxicity, cytotoxicity, and pulmonary
toxicity [41–43]. Furthermore, toxicity reports of silver nanoparticles include damage to plants and aquatic life, bacteria, rat brain damage, swelling, and oxidative
stress in cells [41,44,45].
Along with the common toxicity attribute, the brittleness of these materials limits
their applications in flexible devices. Flexible devices are the next level of evolution
in a technology-driven world. Moreover, rare earth elements are limited to specific
geographical areas. Material efficiency, scarcity of raw materials, high-cost synthesis, stabilizers, and storage are increasing the time and cost of manufacturing.
Clearly, sustainability and green resources remain a challenge, and there is a requisite for cost-effective and sustainable alternatives. The need for novel and electrically conducting, transparent, and flexible thin films as electrode material produced
in a very cost-efficient way and suitable for electronic displays, touch screens, smart
windows, and supercapacitors remain the aim of this thesis. And a thought at this
point was whether conducting polymers can qualify as an alternative material to
available transparent electrode materials.
This thesis focuses on the need for new electrically conductive, transparent, and
flexible thin films that can be applied as electrode material in displays, touch screens,
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smart windows and supercapacitors. Furthermore, these electrode materials should
also be able to be manufactured very cost-effectively. This work considered whether
conductive polymers could be accepted as an alternative material to the available
transparent electrode materials.

1.1

Conducting polymers

Electrically conducting polymers, widely mentioned as conducting polymers (CPs),
are the polymers containing conjugated sp2 carbons with low-tuneable bandgap and
overlapping molecular orbitals with delocalized electrons that allow transport of
charge upon tuning the properties. They are also described as synthetic metals or
organic semiconductors. In the search for a covalent organic polymer possessing
metallic conductivity, Hideki Shirakawa, Alan G. MacDiarmid, and Alan J. Heeger
et al. focused on polyacetylene [46]. They obtained a systematic increase in conductivity of seven to eleven orders of magnitude in polyacetylene by exposure to halogen
vapour and by using different dopants [46,47]. Heeger, MacDiarmid and Shirakawa
were awarded the Noble Prize in Chemistry in 2000 by the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences for their work and developments in electrically conductive polymers
during the 1970s and beyond [48]. The added holes or extra electrons, while doping
(during the process of removal or addition of electrons through oxidation or reduction), can move along the conjugated polymer backbone and are the key to obtaining
highly conducting polymers. Chemical or electrochemical p-doping of CPs can be
achieved by oxidation which leads to positively charged conjugated structures with
concurrent charge compensation by anions out of coulombic interactions for electroneutrality. Similarly, chemical or electrochemical n-doping can be obtained by reduction, resulting in a negatively charged conjugated polymer backbone with simultaneous charge compensation by cations. The source of doping ions can vary depending on the reaction media, e.g., electrolyte anions during electrochemical p-doping and cations during n-doping can compensate the positive/negative charge developed in the polymer backbone by intercalation under the applied electrochemical
potential. Additional information about the optical and electrochemical bandgaps of
CPs and formation of charge carriers due to doping is briefly discussed in the spectroscopic characterization section (Chapter 5).
The ability of thin films of CPs to transport charge is reliant on many factors
such as effective conjugation length, cross-linking, defects, uniformness, morphology, inter-chain interactions, charge compensation by dopant ions, properties of
dopant ions and charge carriers generated, reaction medium induced changes, etc.
The change in properties of CPs with the length of extended conjugation and after
fine-tuning them to their partial to complete -neutral, reduced, and oxidized states
open various fields of applications. The important expanding areas of practical
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applications of CPs include antistatic coatings, energy storage, light emitting diodes (LEDs), molecular electronics, optoelectronics, sensors, and organic solar
cells. CPs are known for their transparency, flexibility, electrical conductivity, capacitive behaviour, redox nature, low bandgap, and biocompatibility. In the present
thesis, we have studied poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and polyazulene (PAz).

1.2

PEDOT

3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene (EDOT) is the repeating monomer unit of PEDOT with
electron-donating lone pair of a sulphur atom and ethylenedioxy-ether group at β, β′
position; give α, α′ −connectivity upon polymerization (Figure 4a and b). The ethylenedioxy bridge attached at the 3- and 4-positions of the thiophene not only prevents the undesired α, β- and β, β-couplings within the polymer backbone, giving the
polymers a high degree of regioregularity but also decreases the oxidation potential
of the monomer. Biocompatibility and robustness give PEDOT additional benefits
in the diversification of applications. The electrical conductivity and optical activity
of PEDOT exceed other competitor-CPs such as polyaniline (1900 S/cm) and
polypyrrole (1600 S/cm) [49–51]. PEDOT holds one of the highest reported electrical conductivities among CPs (up to 4500 S/cm) [50,52–56]. It possess an enormous
future potential to replace ITO-coated electrodes, silver nanowires, and carbon nanotubes in bendable electronics, optoelectronics, energy storage, and electronics
[52,57–63]. The reports of PEDOT applications in electrochemical transducers
[60,64], electrochromic and electroluminescent devices [50,58,65], OLEDs [53,62],
optoelectronics [61], antistatic coatings [66], solar cells [67], supercapacitors
[57,68,69], and thermoelectric composites [70] prove the former statement. A high
stability of CPs is needed for their practical applications, and PEDOT shows high
stability in the oxidized form [71,72].
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Figure 4 Structure of a) EDOT, b) PEDOT (In neutral state), c) azulene, and d) 1,3- and e) 2,6connectivity polyazulene (in neutral state).

1.3

PAz

Azulene (Az) is a fused ring and non-benzenoid aromatic compound consisting of
five-membered electron-rich and seven-membered electron-deficient rings (Figure
4c). Az is an isomer of naphthalene, a polarised entity with a dipole moment of approximately 1.08 D. Upon polymerization, the 1, 3- connectivity or 2, 6- connectivity
gives 1, 3- or 2, 6- PAz, respectively (Figure 4d and e) [73–75]. PAz, with the extended conjugation and p/n-dopable properties, show fast charge-discharge behaviour and is an understudied CP. Previous studies show applications of PAz in energy
storage and ion-to-electron transducer in calcium selective solid contact electrodes
due to its high capacitance, redox behaviour, and hydrophobicity in an aromatic form
[76–81]. In addition, applications in antistatic coatings, electronics, solar cells, and
electrochemical transducers can utilize the electronic and fast redox properties of
PAz. The high capacitance of PAz (400 F/g, 27-55 mF/cm2) makes it an interesting
candidate for applications as electroactive material for supercapacitor and hybrid
batteries [77,80,82].

1.4

Toxicology of EDOT and Az

Toxicity studies of EDOT and Az are not very intensively reported. Therefore, thorough research in the near future on these materials' hazards and toxicity is necessary.
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However, the following information has been gathered according to the published
reports, which proves that these materials are not harmful.
The lethal dose 50 (LD50) oral of Az is >4g/kg and EDOT is 615 mg/kg for rat
[83,84]. Additionally, LD50 dermal of EDOT is 849 mg/kg for rats [83]. These values are less than those reported for the ITO, CNTs, and Ag nanoparticles [85–89].
Azulene and its derivatives, including guaiazulene or chamazulene, naturally occur
in many plants and mushrooms, which have been used for centuries in medicinal
purposes[90,91]. Azulene is non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agent [91]. Azulene
and its derivatives and conjugates with biologically active compounds are used in
medicine in different applications such as anti-inflammatory with peptic ulcers,
antineoplastic with leukaemia, antidiabetic, antiretroviral, antimicrobial, antifungal,
antiallergic, antibacterial, and anti-inflammatory medicines [90,91].
Extensive applications of PEDOT and PEDOT-based nano materials, such as
scaffold implants in bioelectronics as an alternative to metallic microelectrodes and
an interface for electronic devices with biological matter in vitro and in vivo, have
been reported [92–94]. PEDOT-based bioelectronics has progressed from neural
probes in 2003 to the electrodes on the human brain in the last two decades. Even
US FDA approved a PEDOT-based coating for medical applications in 2016. Superior electrochemical properties of PEDOT, such as stimulation of electrically active
cells or diminishing electrochemical impedance and improving charge injection,
have attracted applications as a functional coating for bioelectronics [92–94]. These
developments of PEDOT prove its biocompatibility.
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2

Synthesis of PEDOT and PAz

2.1

Available methods and techniques

Depending on the application, CPs are synthesized using chemical, electrochemical,
dip/spin -coating, and vapour phase polymerization techniques. Furthermore, chemical synthesis includes chemical reagent-initiated polymerization, on-surface synthesis, different types of chemical vapor deposition, and photochemical polymerization.
Electrochemical synthesis: Electrochemical synthesis by anodic oxidation is a
commonly used electrochemical synthesis technique in research laboratories for PEDOT and PAz. Factors such as monomer concentration, current, electrochemical potential, scan rate, solvent, supporting electrolyte, temperature, and time govern the
properties in the resulting CP film formed on the conducting electrode surface. Although electrochemical polymerization is a well-known and widely used method for
PEDOT and PAz synthesis among the available methods, surface roughness and
scalability remain the challenge. The electrochemical synthesis of PAz produces
grainy microstructures and a film-thickness in the range of micrometres [80,95]. An
increasing film thickness affects the transport of ions across the film, and the thicker
films often turn out to be brittle.
Chemical synthesis: In chemical synthesis, solvents used in the reaction medium, chemical reagent, temperature, and polymerization time are crucial factors to
control properties in the resulting polymer material. Most common oxidants such as
FeCl3, FeTOS, Cl2, and I2 are used in oxidative chemical synthesis to induce
polymerization and provide partial charge-compensating counter ions. Oxidative
chemical synthesis of CPs gives the polymer material in powder or granular forms
or in a solution state which can be further processed for various applications
[73,76,96]. However, the insoluble nature of PAz makes casting or processing impractical.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD): CVD is a widely accepted, well-known
technology for inorganic thin film deposition and is prevalent in the semiconductor
industry. By controlling the vapor phase precursors and feed gases, impurities and
defects can be controlled in the deposited films. Polymers can be vapor phase deposited on the substrate surface by CVD. Polymer CVD is further divided into two types:
initiated and oxidative chemical deposition (iCVD and oCVD) [97].
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In iCVD, flow controllers control a mass of monomer and initiator (typically
peroxide initiator such as tert-butyl peroxide). In contrast, in photo-initiated CVD
(piCVD), substrate irradiation by UV light is used. Initiator-generated radicals further react with precursors to produce radicals, and the subsequent reaction allows
polymerization. The lower temperature of a substrate helps deposit the polymer on
its surface. In addition, the lower vapor pressure of deposited polymer than the precursors prevent its depletion (by evaporation) back into the reactor. Usually, 0.1 to 1
µm films are produced at the rate of 10 to 100 nm/min using iCVD [97].
In oCVD, controlled monomer flow and thermally evaporated solid-state oxidant
(e.g., FeCl3, CuCl2) vapor, spontaneously react to generate radical cations and continue to polymerize at the surface of the substrate with counter ions balanced charge
in polymer backbone (doping) [97,98]. PEDOT can be deposited using both iCVD
and oCVD. Conductivity as high as 1000 S/cm can be obtained in PEDOT films
deposited by oCVD [97].
The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique works at high temperatures,
making the polymerization rate challenging to control. Besides, a need for a highly
sophisticated reactor equipped with temperature and pressure control accessories and
limited substrate choice raises the cost of manufacturing [97,99–102].
Dip/spin/shear-coating: One alternative way to produce thin films of CPs is the
dip/spin/shear-coating technique. High transmittance and homogeneity can be obtained in the dip/spin-coated PEDOT:PSS (polystyrene sulfonate) films. The characteristic status of low electrical conductivity of PEDOT:PSS films has been
changed in recent studies, and conductivities higher than 3000 S/cm have been reported [103–105]. Despite this progress, reproducibility and scalability for fine applications on large surfaces (such as in displays, smart windows, transparent touch
panels) remain challenging.
Vapor phase polymerization (VPP): Generally, in VPP, after washing and
cleaning the substrate to remove dirt and impurities from the surface, the substrates
are often additionally plasma treated to remove any foreign contaminants left behind
on the surface. Sometimes the substrate is further coated or treated to increase the
adhesion strength of a CP film to a substrate surface. (e.g., ITO/silicon coated glass
surfaces, ethylene diamine treated poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films, polymer/surfactant linked surfaces). A substrate containing aromatic rings in its structure
gives good adhesion and hardness to CP film as some oxidants may create an active
site on the aromatic ring for adhesion. In this case, there is no need for extra linkers
or binder molecules.
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Table 1.

List of some oxidants, organic solvents, and base inhibitors used in the synthesis of CPs
by VPP.

Oxidants

Organic solvents

Base inhibitors

Iron tosylate, iron triflate, iron
chloride, iron perchlorate, tosylic acid, halogens, molybdophosphoric acid, ammonium persulfate, cerium ammonium nitrate, tartaric acid,
polyacrylic acid, naphthalene
sulfonic acid, camphor sulfonic acid, cerium sulphate

n-butanol, methanol, isobutanol, 2-ethoxy ethanol, ethanol, cyclohexane, ethyl acetate, toluene, acetonitrile,
and butanone

Dimethyl formamide, n-methyl
pyrrolidinone, pyridine/imidazole/pyrrole-based compounds,
water vapor, glycerol, and glycol
derivatives

Table 1 shows a list of the oxidants, solvents (used to prepare oxidant solution), and
base inhibitors found in the literature for VPP of CPs. Amine-based compounds and
nitrogen atom-containing saturated or unsaturated heterocyclic compounds can be
used as base inhibitors with oxidants, which may decrease the oxidant's activity and
lower the polymerization rate, subsequently altering the properties of a deposited
polymer. Oxidant solution can be spin/dip coated on a substrate. Spinning/dipping
rate and time influence the thickness (concentration) of the oxidant film, which impacts on the final properties of a polymerized film. Moreover, the spin-casted oxidant
with different additives showed variation in the morphology of oxidant film, and
their impact remained throughout the polymerization process until completion [106].
In Table 2, a list of various combinations of the oxidant solutions and additives
mentioned above, together with the method and substrate material used and their
influence on the properties of the obtained PEDOT films, are given. In Table 2, the
use of FeTOS with pyridine (Py) can be observed to yield high conductivities in the
resulting PEDOT films. Various combinations of oxidant solution and additives can
be used in order to tune the conductivities in CP films. E.g., high conductivity (1500
S/cm) of PEDOT was also obtained using amphiphilic copolymer instead of pyridine
with oxidant to maintain liquid-like properties of oxidant [107]. In this bottom-up
process, renewed oxidant surface through capillary transport of oxidant to the surface
with the merging of PEDOT grains facilitated continuous polymerization [107]. Additionally, using an optimum concentration of such amphiphilic copolymers or surfactants (PEG-PPG-PEG) reduces the oxidant reactivity by complexation and increases the conductivity by improving the conjugation length and doping [50,108].
Drying the oxidant film in an oven or on a hot plate after spin coating removes the
solvent traces and volatile impurities. The oven vacuum chamber is maintained at a
specific temperature during polymerization. The polymerization process can take up
to an hour, depending on other process parameters. Inert gases such as nitrogen (N2)
or argon (Ar) gas are purged into the chamber in partial vacuum conditions. Annealing on a hot plate after polymerization prevents stress fracturing of the film during
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washing. Rinsing with solvent removes unreacted monomer, volatile impurities, and
undesired side products. After rinsing, the substrate is dried to evaporate washingsolvent traces. Post-treatment with acids has shown increased conductivity in the
resulting polymer film. Solution-processed polymer films are usually post-treated.
Sheet resistance, transmittance, and conductivity of CP films can be controlled by
regulating the reaction temperature, combinations of oxidants and additives, and improving the morphologies and film thicknesses.
A vacuum vapor phase polymerization (VVPP) technique requires a reactor
equipped with a vacuum generator, pressure, and temperature controls with extensive polymerization time [50,108,109]. These challenges are addressed in the present
thesis by developing and optimizing the vapor phase polymerization method at atmospheric pressure (AP-VPP) for PEDOT and PAz.

2.2

AP-VPP of PEDOT and PAz

Our homemade and optimized AP-VPP is simple, cost-effective, and fast. An oxidant-coated substrate is exposed to monomer vapor at atmospheric pressure to form
a thin layer of the polymer. After the polymerization, a substrate containing a polymer film is annealed to avoid stress fracture, followed by washing and drying. Few
nanometers thick, uniform, and transparent CP films are produced with a controlled
polymerization rate by regulating temperature and other method parameters.
The proposed mechanism[66,110] of oxidative polymerization for PEDOT
shows that the oxidant-catalyzed generation of EDOT radical cations undergoes dimerization with the loss of two protons. Further end-group oxidation of oligomers
and loss of protons give higher oligomers and, ultimately, polymers in a continuous
process. Simultaneously, doping of the positively charged thiophene ring along the
conjugated backbone can take place by oxidant anions (dopant ions) to balance the
charge. This oxidative polymerization of EDOT produces PEDOT in its neutral to
partially doped state. Forced oxidation can enforce the additional doping state in the
polymer.
The AP-VPP method enables the engineering of PEDOT and PAz films at nanometers to micrometers thickness-scale on different substrates such as bendable,
conducting-nonconducting, plastic, fabric, glass, metal, paper, and wooden substrates. The scaled-up process successfully produced PEDOT films on PET surfaces
as large as 484 cm2. We utilized AFM and SEM to study the films' structural properties and surface morphologies. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), Raman, and UVVisible (UV-Vis) measurements were carried out to investigate the optical and chemical properties of the films. Electroactivity and capacitance properties were determined by using cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Sheet resistance and transmittance remained the tools for optimizing
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method parameters. The effect of multiple layers on the film properties like optical
bandgap, sheet resistance, electrical conductivity, surface roughness and transmittance are evaluated by using respective characterization techniques. Table 2 provides the compilation of controlled environment VPP, partial VVPP, humidity-facilitated VPP, and oCVD techniques, together with the developed AP-VPP used in this
thesis work.
The plasticity of organic polymers and the possibility of vapor phase deposition
onto limitless substrates is an excellent advantage over ITO-coated materials. PEDOT-coated PET showed an insignificant decrease in conductivity upon 1000 compressive bending phases, whereas ITO-coated PET exhibited 400 times lower conductivity because of cracking [111].
Compilation of PEDOT films synthesized using various vapor phase deposition
techniques with AP-VPP (abbreviations used in the table are as follows: Py; pyridine,
PET; polyethylene terephthalate, EDA; ethylene diamine, APS; (3-amino propyl) trimethoxysilane, TDAE; Tetrakis (dimethylamino) ethylene, APTES; Aminopropyl triethoxysilane, PEG-PPG-PEG; poly(propylene glycol)-poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(propylene
glycol)). Note: Cntr. Env.: air/N2/Ar [54], N2 [61], N2 [112], Ar [113], N2 [114], N2 [115].
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(Ω/□)

𝜎𝜎
(S/cm)

Addi. comments

Ref.

AP-VPP

Poly.
Time
(min)

Microscope
glass slide

FeTOS +
Py

4 - 24

195 21

2178 3208

Layer-bylayer synthesis (23
to 152 nm)

Paper
(I) [56]

Contr. Env.
VPP

Oxidant +
Inhibitor

PET, Pt
coated PET

FeTOS +
Py

60

-

1000

Film thickness 250
nm

[54]

VPP

Substrate

Microscope
glass slide

FeTOS +
Py

60

-

775

Film thickness 60 nm

[116]

Contr. Env.
AP-VPP

Type

Table 2.

EDA treated
PET, glass

FeTOS +
Py + glycerol

30

400 1200

50 - 500

Film thickness 50 to
200 nm

[61]

25

Substrate

Oxidant +
Inhibitor

Microscope
glass slide

FeTOS +
(PEG-PPGPEG) + C1
to C8
alkanols

Silicon-titanium mixed
oxide-coated
glass

FeTOS +
Py

25

𝜎𝜎
(S/cm)

-

Addi. comments

50 1487

[108]

[50]

25

45

3400

PEDOTtriblock copolymer,
film thickness 65 nm

15 75

279 5625

162 1354

Film thickness 15 to
70 nm

[52]

2 - 15

74 620

810 1500

After 24 h
acid treatment (50
Ω/□ and
2200 S/cm)

[53]

-

1000 2160

Graphene +
PEDOT +
MoS2 composite film

[117]

4 - 290

EDOT +
Pyrrole,
Film thickness 104 to
143 nm

[112]

[113]

[118]

FeCl3

Microscope
glass slide

FeTOS +
2D nano
material
(graphene
+ MoS2)

Glass plate

FeTOS +
Py

25

Polyacrylonitrile Mats

FeTOS +
Py

15 90

-

1 – 26

EDOT, Pyrrole,
thickness 5
to 12 nm

APS modified
SiO2 coated
Si

FeTOS +
Py, PSS,
Ethylene
glycol

2 - 80

-

500 680
S/cm

Film thickness 30 to
180 nm

VVPP

PET film
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Ref.

H2O vapor,
PEDOTtriblock copolymer,
film thickness 50 to
75 nm

Contr. Env.
VPP

FeTOS +
(PEG-PPGPEG)

𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(Ω/□)

Contr. Env.
VPP

Glass

Poly.
Time
(min)

(Parameters not
given) VPP

AP-VPP

Partial vacuum
with contr. humidity VPP

VVPP

VVPP

Type
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25

-

Substrate

Oxidant +
Inhibitor

Poly.
Time
(min)

Glass, ITO
coated glass

FeTOS +
Py + PEGPPG-PEG

Glass

FeTOS +
Py

72 h

-

FeCl3 and
Br2

20 –
40

FeCl3

[109]

300

TDAE reduced films,

[119]

Glass and silicon

-

40 - 380

Film thickness 40 nm

[98]

Glass

-

150 –
6k

300 1400

Film thickness 50 nm

[99]

ITO coated
glass

FeCl3

30

-

-

Film thickness <500
nm

[100]

Glass plate

FeTOS +
Py

30

-

30 - 500

Film thickness 25 to
191

[114]

PET film

FeTOS,
CuCl2

30

20 - 260

Film thickness 100 to
130 nm

[120]

PET film

FeTOS

10

1 - 142

EDOT +
APTES, 65
to 250 nm

[115]

Chemical
synthesis

Film thickness 90 to
185 nm

oCVD

145 360
S/cm

oCVD

-

Ref.

oCVD

30 +
60

Addi. comments

Contr. Env.
VPP

𝜎𝜎
(S/cm)

Unclear
VPP

𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(Ω/□)

Contr. Env.
VPP

Humidity facilitated
VVPP

Type
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90 –
182 k
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Materials and methods

A detailed description of materials used in the experiments is given in the respective
original publications (Paper I to III).

3.1

Process parameters for AP-VPP

All the parameters are optimized, and detailed information for the PEDOT films is
provided in Paper-I, and for PAz films, in Paper-II. In addition, a summary and the
schematic of the AP-VPP procedure used in synthesizing thin films of PEDOT and
PAz are also provided in Figure 5.
a) Substrate cleaning: Microscope glass slides of 2.54 × 2.54 cm (substrates) or
desired sizes are cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone, water, and ethanol, respectively, each for 5 min. These cleaned glass substrates are dipped in hot solution (80 °C) of 5[H2O]:[25 % NH4OH]:[30 % H2O2] (volume ratio) for 5 min.
b) Drying: The cleaned substrates are rinsed and left for drying, covered under a
skewed beaker.
c) Oxygen plasma treatment: Dried substrates are oxygen plasma treated for 3 to 5
min.
d) Oxidant coating: The oxidant solution∗ (which may contain an inhibitor*) was
prepared in n-BuOH. The cleaned substrate was spin-coated with 'X'* µl of oxidant solution at 2400 rpm for a specific time (see the manuscripts).
e) Oxidant drying: The oxidant-coated substrate was dried on a hot plate at 90 °C
for 90 s.
f) Polymerization: The dried substrate was immediately moved to a preheated VPP
cell (Figure 5) containing monomers at 'T'* °C. The polymerization time is provided in the respective manuscripts. A temperature-controlled copper block is
utilized to regulate the temperature of the substrate.

∗

Refer to the manuscripts for optimized values of parameters.
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g) Annealing: In the following step, an oxidant-coated substrate containing the polymer film was annealed* on a hot plate at 90 °C for 90 s. The polymer film is
then let to cool down to room temperature.
h) Washing: the annealed polymer film is dip-washed carefully in washing solvents* to remove oxidant, monomer, and other impurities/by-products.
i) Drying: The substrate containing polymer thin film is dried under a dry nitrogen
gas stream to remove the traces of washing solvents.
j) Storage: The substrates containing polymer thin film are always stored in a desiccator.

Figure 5. Steps in AP-VPP procedure marked with a to j. These different steps are explained in
the texts above.

The procedure is repeated from the spin coating step to produce multi-layered films.
Separate thermostat baths are employed to control the cell and copper block temperature.
We used short labelling for easy comparison between the films. For example, the
label '3L PAz (60 mM CuCl2)' refers to the 'three-layered PAz film synthesized by
using 60 mM of CuCl2 as an oxidant' via AP-VPP. Hereafter, all the films are explained by using their short labels.
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Instrumentation

Agilent 8453 spectrometer was utilized to record UV-Vis spectra of AP-VPP PEDOT and PAz films synthesized on a glass substrate.
FTIR spectra were recorded from thin CP films on FTO glass substrates by Bruker
Vertex spectrometer using a Harrick Seagull variable angle reflection accessory and
liquid nitrogen cooled MCT (mercury-cadmium-telluride) detector. Measurements
were performed at 50º to 85º (using 5º increments) angle of incidence relative to the
surface normal with 4 cm-1 spectral resolution and 256 scans. In addition, a Harrick
Diamond FTIR-ATR (attenuated total reflectance) accessory with an RT-DLaTGS
(room temperature - deuterated lanthanum α alanine doped triglycine sulphate) detector was used for the powder samples. A total of 32 to 256 interferograms were coadded using 4 cm-1 as a resolution in the 400 – 7000 cm-1 range.
Renishaw Qontor inVia Raman microscope equipped with Leica microscope,
a CCD (charge coupled device) detector, 20X objective, 1200 and 1800 l/mm grating
and 532 nm and 785 nm as excitation source were used to record Raman spectra at
room temperature.
Microscope images were acquired at room temperature using a Leica microscope (20X objective).
AFM measurements were carried out using Veeco diCaliber scanning probe
microscope operated in a tapping mode at room temperature. All AFM images were
recorded using Bruker TESP-MT probe (resonant freq. 320 kHz, spring const. 42
N/m, length 125 µm, width 30 µm, Cantilever spec: 0.01-0.025 Ωcm Antimony (n)
doped Silicon, 4 µm thick, tip spec: 10-15 µm height, 8 nm radius). RMS roughness
(root mean square of the roughness), roughness average (Ra), and thickness of the
films were analyzed using the WSXM software [121].
LEO (Zeiss) Gemini 1530 FEG-SEM was used for the acquisition of SEM images.
Sheet resistance (ρsheet) of CP films was determined using a Jandel RM3000+
test unit combined with a multi-height probe. Jandel 4 points cylindrical probe head
with a tip radius of 500 µm was used.
Metrohm Autolab PGSTAT 101 and IviumStat potentiostat were used to record cyclic voltammograms (CVs) and electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS).
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Characterization

5.1

Electronic band structure in CPs

In π-conjugated CPs with the backbone of sp2 hybridized carbons, three valance electrons of carbon out of four form three sigma (σ) bonds, and one valance electron in
pz orbital orthogonal to the remaining three σ bonds participates in π-bonding with a
neighbouring atom. In conjugated long-chain polymers, these closely located p orbitals allow the overlapping of molecular orbitals (MOs) to form π-bands. These
bands form bonding (π) and anti-bonding (π*) bands which represent valance band
(VB) and conduction band (CB), respectively. Generally, the delocalization of πelectrons through conjugated double bonds in CPs can be further increased by extending the conjugation length (Figure 6) [122].

Figure 6. A schematic of band structure in CPs and effect of delocalization of π-electrons.

The increased delocalization of π-electrons occurs with a reduction in the energy gap
between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) in VB and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) in CB. This energy gap between HOMO and
LUMO versus vacuum is called band gap (Eg), a tuneable property of CP. For insulators, the band gap is >8 eV, and conductivity is <10-7 S/cm, whereas for conductors,
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the bandgap is ~0 eV. In the case of CPs, the band gap is >3 eV, and conductivity is
<10-2 S/cm. This bandgap in CPs can be lowered to <3 eV, and conductivity can be
increased to >10-2 S/cm by the process called doping [123].
Bond length alternation in CPs: Peierls distortion [124] can be described as the
geometrical distortion in which alternate bond length prefers localization of π-electrons favouring semiconductor type band structure in CPs, e.g., polyacetylene has a
band gap of 1.5 eV and its alternate bond length prefer semiconducting state over
metallic state. Chemical, photochemical, or electrochemical addition or elimination
of electrons to/from the conjugated CP matrix generates charge carriers in the polymer backbone. This process of oxidation (p-doping) or reduction (n-doping) is called
doping. It occurs with the formation of charge carriers such as soliton, polaron, bipolaron or polaron pairs in the polymer matrix [124–127]. Usually, the doping process raises the conductivity of CP and reduces the band gap by insertion of electronic
states between VB and CB (Figure 7) [124–127]. Many additional factors also influence the bandgap of CPs, e.g., conformational changes, inter- and intrachain molecular interactions, conjugation length, substitution in polymer moieties, oxidant
strength and properties of dopant ions, electrochemical switching potential, scan rate,
and electrolyte solution for electrochemically synthesized CPs, etc.

Figure 7. Band structure for CPs in a) neutral, b) polaron, c) bipolaron, and d) bipolaron band
states.
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5.2

Spectroscopic characterization

5.2.1

UV-Vis spectroscopy

Transmittance is an essential property of CP thin films for their applications in
touchscreens, electronic displays, and smart windows. UV-Vis spectroscopy is an
easy technique to determine the transmittance of the CP thin films. Transmittance
change along with conductivity was monitored during the process-parameters optimization and layer-by-layer (L-b-L) deposition. Using UV-Vis spectra, the optical
bandgap is determined with a tangential through the onset of the absorption spectrum. The transition between VB and CB as a result of doping can be observed using
this technique. The π-π* transitions and charge-carriers formation studied using UVVis spectra facilitated the comparison of the chemical nature of multi-layered CP
films.

5.2.2

FTIR and Raman spectroscopy

IR (absorbance/ transmittance/ reflection) and Raman (scattering) spectra provide
complementary information to each other. Vibrational transitions accompanied by a
change in dipole moment are observed in IR spectra, and changes in polarizability
are observed in Raman spectra. The counter ions doped during the polymerization
process or forced doping along with additives (if used during the processes) can be
detected using these techniques. In addition, the charge carrier formations in CP matrix during the doping process show absorbance in the NIR region.

5.2.3

In situ spectroelectrochemistry

In situ spectroelectrochemistry (in situ SEC) measurements allow simultaneous acquisition of spectroscopic data during the electrochemical measurements
[82,95,128,129]. In situ SEC studies assist in understanding the chemical changes,
interaction of dopant ions, and geometrical changes occurring in CPs during the electrochemical doping-dedoping experiments. For example, symmetric vibrational
modes silent in the IR spectrum of a polyconjugated pristine polymer become polarised upon introducing charge carriers in the polymer backbone. It causes a break in
the symmetry leading to doping-induced IR active vibrations (IRAV). Similarly, in
situ UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy can provide the associated change in optical bandgap,
electronic transitions, and charge carriers' formation during the electrochemical doping-dedoping measurements. In situ SEC play an essential role in studying the reversibility of electrochemical redox processes of CPs.
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An AP-VPP synthesized PEDOT film on a ZnSe hemisphere is used as a working
electrode (WE) with Pt wire as a counter electrode (CE) and Ag/AgCl wire as a
reference electrode (RE) for in situ ATR-FTIR spectroelectrochemical measurements (Figure 8). Similarly, an AP-VPP synthesized PEDOT film on FTO glass is
used as the working electrode for in situ UV-Vis spectroelectrochemical measurements. Figure 8 shows the schematic of both techniques with respective spectra. The
cell design is given in the reference [82]. A reference spectrum is measured where
no faradaic processes are observed in the CV. During the p-doping cycle, a spectrum
was recorded at selected potential intervals. A spectrum calculated with 32 co-added
interferograms covers a range of approximately 70 mV. The spectra were recorded
using Harrick Seagull accessory with Bruker Vertex 70 spectrometer (liquid nitrogen
cooled MCT detector). Spectra were collected at an incidence angle of 68° in a spectral range of 450 - 7000 cm-1 (4 cm-1 spectral resolution).

Figure 8. Schematic of in situ ATR-FTIR and in situ UV-Vis spectroelectrochemical measurements set-ups (built in-house).

5.3

Microstructural analysis

5.3.1

Optical microscopy

Basic features of CP thin film topography can be easily studied using well-known
microscopic imaging techniques at a micrometre scale.
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5.3.2

Atomic force microscopy

Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer were awarded the Noble prize in physics 1986 for
their design of the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) in 1981 [130]. The other
half of this price was awarded to Ernst Ruska for his critical work in electron optics
and the model of the first electron microscope [130]. Later on, G. Binnig and C.F.
Quate invented atomic force microscopy (AFM), which combined the principle of
STM and stylus profilometer [131]. An interaction between a sharp-tip-probe attached to a cantilever and a sample surface during the scanning causes bending in
the cantilever due to the Van der Waals forces and additional chemical bonds and
forces. This bending or deflection is investigated by using a laser beam reflecting
from the back of the cantilever to a detector and further processed with the signals
coming from the piezoelectric tube under the sample [131,132]. AFM is a powerful
technique for analyzing CP thin film surface morphology at a nanometer scale.

5.3.3

Scanning electron microscopy

A short description about scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging technique
has been put together using references [133–135]. A high energy electron beam of
<10 nm size (compressed using lenses) penetrates (up to 1 µm), interacts, and scans
a sample and the resulting signals are used to produce a SEM image of various magnifications. Backscattered electrons (BSE) and secondary electrons (SE) are primarily detected in this technique. BSEs are the result of an elastic collision of electrons
with atoms giving scattered trajectories. In contrast, SEs originate from inelastic interaction between a primary electron beam and the surface region of the sample. SE
images provide important topological/surface information. Whereas BSE (as coming
from a deeper part) images are sensitive to atomic numbers and provide additional
information about the crystallography. SEM imaging technique can come over the
limitations faced by optical microscopy.
Effects of various method parameters on microstructures and surface properties
of CP films are studied using AFM, SEM and microscope imaging. It provided complementary justifications for spectroscopic and electrochemical data analysis.

5.4

Electrical conductivity and electrochemical
properties

5.4.1

Sheet resistance

Sheet resistance (ρsheet), also known as surface resistivity, is a measure of lateral resistance and property of thin films of semiconductors and conductors. The specific
resistance (ρ) in 'Ω/sq' of a CP film is obtained by multiplying sheet resistance with
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film thickness (s) in 'cm'. The thickness of the AP-VPP CP films was determined
using AFM.
𝜌𝜌 = 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 × 𝑠𝑠

The conductivity (σ in 'S/cm') is the inverse of its specific resistance (ρ).
𝜎𝜎 =

5.4.2

1
𝜌𝜌

(1)
(2)

Cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical technique for the analysis of redox
reactions. It is a type of potentiodynamic technique where an applied potential is
cycled between upper and lower switching potential at a specific scan rate. The current, potential, and time profiles are recorded using a potentiometer. CV is also a
widely employed technique in the synthesis of CPs [126,127,136]. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful technique used to analyze interfacial
properties related to events occurring at the electrode surface. CV and EIS together
are effective techniques in studying thin films of CP. In the present thesis, we utilized
cyclic voltammetry to study redox behaviour, capacitance properties, doping-dedoping, reversibility, and effect of scan rate on multi-layered thin films of PEDOT and
PAz.
Electrochemical impedance is measured by applying an excitation signal of a
sinusoidal wave of alternating current (AC) voltage with different frequencies to an
electrochemical cell, followed by measuring the pseudo linear response of AC current flowing through the cell [137,138]. EIS is an informative technique for extracting information on solution resistance, double-layer capacitance, diffusion-controlled processes, and rate/process of charge transfer in the polymer matrix. In the
present thesis, EIS is used to interpret the cumulative effect of multiple layers of
PEDOT on the potential dependent change in conductivity change and charge transfer resistance. Additionally, film thickness, diffusion-controlled current, and comparison of PEDOT deposited on bare glass and on ITO-coated glass supported understanding of the interfacial interaction in multi-layered PEDOT films
CV and EIS were conducted in a conventional 3-electrode configuration using a
one-compartment Teflon cell specially designed for FTO glass and microscope glass
substrates. PEDOT and PAz films on an FTO and microscope glass were used as
working electrodes. Ag/AgCl and platinum wires were used as a pseudo reference
and counter electrodes. The reference electrode was calibrated before and after every
set of electrochemical measurements using a ferrocene redox couple. All solutions
were purged with dry nitrogen gas for 15 min before measurement.
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Charge (Q) is calculated by the integration current and time in a cyclic voltammogram. Areal and volumetric capacitances are calculated by using the following
equations.
𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 =

𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉 =

𝑄𝑄
(∆𝑉𝑉 × A)

𝑄𝑄
(∆𝑉𝑉 × 𝑉𝑉)

(3)

(4)

Where CA is areal capacitance, CV is volumetric capacitance, ∆V is the potential window, 'A' is the area of the electrode, and 'V' is the volume of the electrode.
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Paper I details the optimized AP-VPP method for PEDOT and the effect of L-b-L
synthesis on film properties. High conductivity thin films of PEDOT are produced
using FeTOS as an oxidant and pyridine as a base inhibitor.
Paper II describes similar studies conducted for polyazulene with method parameter optimization. In addition, a comparison of AP-VPP synthesized PAz with electrochemically and chemically synthesized PAz is provided.
Paper III comprises studies on AP-VPP PAz films synthesized using various
concentrations of CuCl2, CuBr2, FeCl3, and FeTOS oxidants. The variations in the
resulting film’s morphologies, CVs, UV-Vis and FTIR absorption spectra are compared.
In all the three-listed publications, UV-Vis, FTIR and Raman spectroscopic analysis are utilized to understand the chemical nature, charge carrier formation in the
polymer backbone, doped-state and associated quinoid/benzoid forms of the films.
In addition, CV measurements are performed to compare their electroactivity, EIS
measurements on PEDOT films reveal interfacial properties of multi-layered PEDOT films, and surface morphologies are studied using AFM and SEM analysis
techniques.
Various method parameters studied in this work include oxidant (concentration
and oxidant spin-coating rate), oxidant-film drying temperature, polymerization
time, Oven/cell temperature, substrate temperature, annealing temperature, filmwashing solvents, and drying under air/dry nitrogen gas stream. In the beginning, a
vacuum oven was used as a polymerization chamber. Primarily the long polymerization times (over 30 mins) and low sheet resistance of synthesized PEDOT films
motivated us to search for other synthesis alternatives. After that, the ultrasonic spray
technique with a hot inert gas (such as nitrogen) assembly was used to prepare PEDOT films. This way of producing films acquired sheet resistance in non-conducting
to MΩ/sq range and resulted in inhomogeneous film formation. A successful experimental trial of 'a beaker-in-beaker' placed on a hot plate and covered with a petri
dish at atmospheric pressure produced much more homogeneous films with sheet
resistance in kΩ/sq. In order to make the experimental set-up more practical and
efficient, the AP-VPP cell was developed. Further improvement in oxidant
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concentration, polymerization times, temperatures, and AP-VPP cell provided control over the properties of resulting films. The process parameters optimization and
L-b-L synthesis led to high conductivity and high capacitance of PEDOT thin films.
A brief summation of the influence of main method parameters, L-b-L synthesis on
the film properties with additional results is summarized below.

6.1

Effect of AP-VPP method parameters on
PEDOT film properties

6.1.1

Surface profile, roughness, and sheet resistance

Figure 9. Surface profiles of PEDOT film synthesized on glass substrate at various a) cell temperatures (CTs) and b) substrate temperatures (STs). (Note: The ST was not controlled
while testing the CT experiments, whereas CT was set at 75 °C while optimizing the
ST).
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Figure 10. Sheet resistance (𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) and roughness
average (Ra) of PEDOT films synthesized at various
a) CTs, b) STs, and c) polymerization times (PTs).
(Note: CT was set at 75 °C while optimizing the PT)
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The surface profiles shown in
Figure 9a reveal that the PEDOT
film's roughness average (Ra) increased with an increase in cell temperature (Figure 9a). Films produced
at CT 65 and 75 °C attributed the
property of uniformness; on the other
hand, increasing substrate temperature (Figure 9b and Figure 10b) improved the smoothness of the films.
This phenomenon, in both cases, results from condensation effects
across the vapor concentration and
temperature gradient and has been
discussed in Paper I.
The sheet resistance (𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 )
dropped with an increase in cell temperature until 75 °C; further increasing the cell temperature showed
growth both in Ra and 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 values
(Figure 10a). Similarly, the 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
dropped with an increase in substrate
temperature until 65 °C and ascended
with a further increase in substrate
temperature. The polymerization
time of 4 min among 2, 4, 6, and 8
min produced a film having low
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (Figure 10c). Annealing films
up to 60 °C did not lower the 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
significantly. However, the annealing
between 70 to 90 °C lowered the
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 of PEDOT film by 8.3 %.
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 increased when films were annealed above 90 °C, implying PEDOT-degradation at high annealing
temperature in air.
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6.2

Effect of L-b-L synthesis on PEDOT film
properties

Figure 11. Trends in a) % transmittance (%T) and film thickness (s), and b) sheet resistance
(𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) and conductivity (σ) against the number of layers in PEDOT films synthesized
on glass substrates.

6.2.1

% Transmittance and surface roughness

High %T and low Ra of 1L PEDOT make it a suitable candidate for optoelectronic
applications. The AFM and SEM images of 1L to 6L PEDOT provided in Paper I
show uniformness in the films. The Ra does not surpass 1 nm for 1L and 4 nm for 6L
PEDOT, showing minimal growth in surface roughness with the addition of layers.
An increase in thickness with the addition of layers and a fairly linear decline in %T
can be observed in Figure 11a.

6.2.2

Sheet resistance, film thickness, and Conductivity

The multi-layered PEDOT films prepared using the optimum concentration of oxidant FeTOS and base inhibitor Py showed a closely packed arrangement of large
conductive domains and improved in-plane conductivity. The interfacial growth of
PEDOT at the oxidant and monomer-vapor interface limits the access of the tosylate
dopant anion to the surface of the oxidant layer. The L-b-L synthesis ensures the new
interface for each layer in multi-layered PEDOT film, confirming dopant anion
availability across the multi-layered film. With the addition of layers, the sheet resistance decreases from 195 Ω/sq for 1L PEDOT to 21 Ω/sq for 6L PEDOT, while
the conductivity and thickness keep increasing (Figure 11a and b).
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Figure 12. Nyquist plot of electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of a) 6L PEDOT prepared on
glass and ITO glass (at−0.2, 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 V), and b)1L, 3L, and 6L of PEDOT
on glass measured at 0.1 and 0.5 V.

Figure 12a compares the EIS spectra of PEDOT with and without the current collector electrode. The shifts in charge transfer resistance (CTR) of 6L PEDOT at applied potentials between -0.2 to 0.6 V do not occur on ITO glass (as a current collector). The reduction in CTR of PEDOT/glass at higher applied electrochemical potentials demonstrates improved conductivity of PEDOT as a function of doping. In
Figure 12b, the clearly visible drop in CTR shows the significantly improved conductivity of the films with the addition of layers. These improvements are visible at
both the measurement potentials of 0.1 V and 0.5 V. Another observation in Figure
12b is that the magnitude of CTR drop between 0.1 and 0.5 V shrinks with the addition of layers, proving refinement in the doped native form of the films and conductivities. It also explains why the fill factor (obtained from CVs in Paper I) improves
from 83.3 % for 1L to 84.5 % for 3L and 86.1 % for 6L PEDOT. The high areal
(10.7 mF/cm2) and volumetric capacitance (704 F/cm3) of 6L PEDOT signify the use
of organic material for energy conservation.

6.2.3

Charge carriers and extended conjugation

As reported in Paper I, the increased absorbance of charge carriers formations (polaron/polaron pairs/bipolarons) above 650 nm and in the NIR region with the addition of PEDOT layers, and redshift in the spectra reveal the improved inter and intrachain interactions in the polymer matrix. Furthermore, it shows that adding PEDOT
layers enhances charge mobility and justifies the high conductive phase in multilayered PEDOT films. The IR spectra, in situ SEC measurements, and Raman spectra unveil the extended conjugation and quinoid forms in the AP-VPP synthesized
PEDOT films. The in situ IR spectra of PEDOT at -0.9 (neutral) and 0.5 V (p-doped)
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are compared with the IR spectrum of 6L PEDOT. The blue shift of Cα=Cβ, and red
shift of Cα-Cα’ and Cβ-Cβ’ bands, along with shrinking in oxyethylene ring bending
vibrations of doped PEDOT compared to the neutral form, is a result of extended
conjugation. The inflow of bulky TOS- dopant anions to counterbalance the charge
development in the film must have seized bending vibrations of oxyethylene ring
due to the crowding effect. The comparison of 6L PEDOT with in situ IR analysis
of doped and neutral PEDOT (described in Paper I) reveals its doped form and extended conjugation in the polymer matrix. Additionally, improved conductivities,
reduced CTR and ρsheet, and the redshift of Cα-Cβ(-O) stretching vibrations from 2L
to 6L PEDOT observed in Raman spectra propose the advancing quinoid form of the
PEDOT films with the addition of layers.

6.3

Effect of AP-VPP method parameters on PAz
film properties

Figure 13. Surface roughness (RRMS), %T (at 550 nm), and 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 before and after washing (BW
and AW) of PAz films synthesized at various a) CTs, b) PTs, and c) STs. (Note: CT was
set at 57 °C while optimizing the PT and ST). d) σ and 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (BW and AW) of 1L, 3L
and 6L PAz films.
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A polymerization time of 4 min was used while optimizing CT and ST. CT of 57 ◦C
was applied while optimizing PT and ST. ST control was removed during CT and
PT optimization experiments. All the PAz films reported in the present section (section 6.3) are synthesized using 240 mM of CuCl2. Abbreviations AW and BW are
used to show the effect of before and after washing films on sheet resistance of the
films. All other film characterizations are performed after washing the films as defined in the general procedure given in section 3.1.

6.3.1

Roughness, sheet resistance and % transmittance

In Figure 13a, at 25 °C of CT, 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (BW) did not exhibit any value and 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
(AW) was very high. Additionally, high % T and RRMS prove thin and poor film
deposition, which is further discussed in Paper II. In Figure 13a, trend reversal after
45 °C of CT can be observed for 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (BW and AW) and RRMS. The increasing
surface roughness with CT starts diminishing after 45 °C of CT until 85 °C and raises
up at 95 °C. Similarly, 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 dropped after washing the film until 45 °C, this trend
shows reversal after 45 °C of CT. Overall, % T keeps dropping with CT except at 55
and 65 °C. Optical bandgap estimations of these films are provided in Paper II. These
trends in properties of PAz films with change in CT are described in Paper II by
using the phenomena of fast deposition and elevated polymerization rate induced
cross polymerization.
In Figure 14, the decrease in
absorbance around 450 nm (π-π*
transition in the neutral part of
PAz) and an even more decrease in
absorbance above 800 nm (absorption by charge carriers’ formation)
indicate the loss of soluble oligomers during the washing process.
The drop in 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 after washing of
the film must be due to the loss of
soluble high conductivity oligomers.
Similarly, a washing effect on
Figure 14. UV-Vis spectra of (BW) and (AW) 1L PAZ 𝜌𝜌
𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 can be observed in Figure
(180 mM and 240 mM CuCl2).
13b and c for polymerization time
and substrate temperature experiments. Reduced transmittance of PAz film synthesized using 8 and 16 min of PT
compared to 2 and 4 min could be due to the additional polymer deposition. The
extended conjugation with increase in PT from 2 min to 4 and 8 min is supported by
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a reduction in the optical bandgap of PAz films. The high conductivity of short-chain
PAz demonstrates why 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (AW) increases with PT.
All the trends in Figure 13c are justified in Paper II by realizing the fast deposition at elevated temperature, and simultaneous temperature gradient (between substrate and monomer vapor) influenced condensation. Figure 13c shows the falling
% T and RRMS (except zigzag growth at 55 to 75 °C) with increasing ST. Furthermore, 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (BW) drops slightly till 45 °C and continues to rise slightly till 75 °C,
whereas 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (AW) drops till 45 °C, slightly rises at 55 °C, and considerably rises
at 65 °C, and stay almost constant at 75 °C. It can be summarized as the trends in %
T and RRMS are caused by a diminished overall film deposition due to slow or restricted inflow of monomer vapor with the increase in ST and concurrently occurring
elevated rate of polymerization triggered aggregates. The increase in the optical
bandgap of the films from 25 to 55 °C of ST remains constant at 65 and 75 °C. It
supports the above justification, as the limited monomer inflow and increased rate
of polymerization would lead to short chain polymers dropped 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and ST above
55 °C would lead to a cross-linked-polymer caused increase in 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 .

6.4

Effect of L-b-L synthesis on PAz film properties

6.4.1

Conductivity and sheet resistance

The increase in absorbance around 450 nm (arising from a neutral part of the polymer) and 660 nm (owing to the charge carriers generation upon doping) in UV-Vis
spectra reported in Paper II reveals that the PAz film produced by AP-VPP is in a
partially doped state. Increased absorbance with the addition of layers is observed in
UV-Vis spectra. The absorbance bands in NIR spectra (Paper II) suggest the radical
cation formations in the PAz films. The red shift observed with the addition of layers
and the shrinking optical bandgaps from 1L to 3L and to 6L PAz could be the synergistic influence of increasing azulene units in polymer chains and suggests the extended delocalization of the charge across the multiple layers. The overall amount of
doping reduces with the addition of layers. The enhancement in charge delocalization concurrently with the reduction in doping degree suggests more planar than distorted nonplanar conformation in PAz with the addition of layers. The drop in 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
can be seen in Figure 13d. The reduction in conductivity with the growing number
of layers must be attributable to the non-linear and insufficient drop in sheet resistance. The effect of washing on 𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 observed in Figure 13d could be due to the
loss of soluble oligomers.
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6.4.2

Areal and volumetric capacitance

The enhanced current densities with scan rate can be observed in the CVs of 1L, 3L,
and 6L PAz reported in Paper II. The highest current density in the CV of 6L PAz
demonstrates the influence of adding electroactive PAz layers. As noticeable from
the CVs, the areal capacitance grows from 1L to 6L PAz (Figure 15 a). In Figure
15 a and b, the CA and CV of 1L remains relatively constant at different scan rate from
50 to 200 mV/s signifying unaffected diffusion-controlled processes at high scan
rate. Comparatively, these processes are a little impacted in 3L PAz, and further in
6L PAz. The reason can be explained by the drop in conductivity and closely-packed
array of island structures (revealed in AFM and SEM images in Paper II) with L-bL growth. CA and CV of 8.3 ± 0.31 mF/cm2 and 706.2 ± 140.3 F/cm3 of 6L PAz at 20
mV/s scan rate imply AP-VPP PAz as a potential material for energy storage applications.

Figure 15. a) Areal and b) volumetric capacitances of 1L, 3L, and 6L PAz against scan rate.

6.5

Effect of oxidant on properties of PAz films

6.5.1

Surface morphologies

Comprehensive discussion and additional microscope and AFM images are provided
in Paper III.
All four oxidants (FeCl3, CuBr2, CuCl2, and FeTOS) used to synthesize PAz films
by AP-VPP produced discrete morphologies in 1L and 3L PAz films (Figure 16 and
Figure 17). PAz films synthesized using 60 mM of FeCl3 formed poor-quality films,
and an increase in the concentration to 120 mM enhanced the connecting island
structures. Crowding of these structures was observed with the addition of layers.
The CuBr2 synthesized films formed more scratchy and rough patches than the
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connecting island structures. The crowding-connecting effect among the PAz island
structures and size distribution was observed as a result of increased concentration
to 120 mM and multiple layers. PAz films of well-ordered microstructures were produced using CuCl2 oxidant. Increasing the concentration of CuCl2 from 60 to 240
mM caused the assembling and filling of grainy porous structures. PAz films (partially doped with bulky tosylate ions), when synthesized using FeTOS, showed
stress-induced ruptures during the washing process. As a result, broken and overlapped pieces became complex and orbicular with the increasing concentration from
60 to 240 mM of FeTOS and with the addition of layers.

Figure 16. Microscope images of 3L PAz A1) (60 mM FeCl3), A2) (120 mM FeCl3), B1) (60 mM
CuBr2), B2) (120 mM CuBr2), C1) (60 mM CuCl2), C2) (120 mM CuCl2), D1) (60 mM
FeTOS), D2) (120 mM FeTOS).

Figure 17. AFM images (10 × 10 µm) of 3L PAz A1) (60 mM FeCl3), A2) (120 mM FeCl3), B1) (60
mM CuBr2), B2) (120 mM CuBr2), C1) (60 mM CuCl2), C2) (120 mM CuCl2), D1) (60 mM
FeTOS), D2) (120 mM FeTOS).
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6.5.2

Phase segregations

PAz films showed a pre-peak before the main oxidation peak in their CVs. The appearance and shape of prepeaks changed depending on multiple PAz layers in the
film and the type and concentration of oxidant used in the synthesis. All the prepeaks were analysed in paper III and revealed insights into film properties. The CVs
of 3L PAz (60 mM CuCl2) and 1L PAz (120 mM CuCl2) exhibited single pre-peak
formation, whereas 3L PAz (120 mM CuCl2) showed a single pre-peak at higher
scan rates except for slight peak splitting at 50 mV/s. Similarly, splitting was observed in CVs of 1L PAz (180 mM CuCl2) at 50 and 100 mV/s, whereas it was
noticed at all scan rates for 3L PAz (180 mM) and 1L and 3L PAz (240 mM CuCl2).
It is slightly visible at 20 mV/s in CVs of 1L PAz (120 mM CuBr2), whereas noticeable until 150 mV/s for 3L PAz (120 mM CuBr2). CVs of 3L PAz (60 mM) and 1L
PAz (120 mM FeTOS) contained single pre-peak at 20 and 50 mV/s scan rate,
whereas 3L PAz (120 mM FeTOS) showed pre-peak splitting at 20 mV/s. No current
peaks were observed in CVs of 1L and 3L (180 and 240 mM FeTOS).
These studies indicate the splitting dominancy at low scan rates in 3L films synthesized using high oxidant concentrations. Higher oxidant concentrations and multiple layers possibly result in thicker films and phase separation. At a slow scan rate,
these phases reveal individual appearances in CVs. The compact sheets and brokenoverlapped orbicular structures that restricted ion penetration and doping-induced
geometrical changes for charge compensation can explain the poor electrochemical
performance of FeTOS synthesized films.

6.5.3

UV-Vis spectra

Figure 18. UV-Vis spectra of a) 3L PAz and b) 1L PAz (60, 120, 180, and 240 mM CuCl2) and (60,
120, 180, and 240 mM FeTOS).
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An absorption band centered around 450 nm in UV-Vis spectra of PAz films arises
from absorption due to π-π* transition in the neutral part of PAz. In addition, a shoulder appearing around 660 nm (and beyond) is because of the absorption by charge
carriers’ generation (polarons/bipolarons/polaron pairs) upon doping of the film.
The enhanced deposition of PAz with increasing concentration of CuCl2 and FeTOS can be observed in the absorbance due to the neutral part of PAz in UV-Vis
spectra reported in Paper III. In contrast, it is not as significant as the other two with
the concentration of FeCl3 and CuBr2. The absorbance comparison at 450 and 640
nm shows the less doped form of CuBr2 synthesized PAz films than FeCl3. A similar
comparison for CuCl2 reveals the dominating absorbance due to the neutral form
over the doped form of the film with increasing concentration (Figure 18 a and b).
In contrast, a high concentration of FeTOS exhibited proportional absorbances. The
comparison between CuCl2 and FeTOS revealed that FeTOS produced highly oxidized PAz films.

6.5.4

FTIR spectra

The FTIR spectra of PAz in the NIR region show absorption due to chemical or
electrochemical doping-induced charge carriers formation in the film matrix. The
comparison of absorption bands observed in this region and fingerprint region for
various PAz films and their further comparison with available literature is provided
in Paper II and III.
In Figure 19a, the radical dications dominated NIR spectra of various concentrations of CuCl2 synthesized films indicate a medium doping level of all films. Furthermore, the red shift (6670 to 5995 cm-1) in absorbance due to the formation of
radical dications with increasing concentration of CuCl2 indicates the reduced conjugation in PAz films. In the NIR region (Figure 19b), the red shift in radical dications absorbance (6290 to 5337 cm-1) and blue shift (3300 to 4224 cm-1) in radical
cations absorbance with increasing concentration of FeTOS suggest a trend of reduced conjugation length in resulting PAz films. The significant shift at a high concentration of FeTOS indicates some drastic change in PAz films. Similarly, drastic
changes are also noticed in morphologies, UV-Vis spectra, and cyclic voltammograms of these films at high concentrations (180 and 240 mM) of FeTOS. The spectra
of radical cation and dication formations suggest a medium doping level for 3L (60
and 120 mM FeTOS), whereas a low to medium level for 3L (180 and 240 mM
FeTOS). The comparison of broad absorption maxima in the NIR region shown by
PAz films reveals that the order of doping level is highest in 3L PAz (120 mM FeTOS) followed by 3L PAz (120 mM FeCl3) > 3L PAz (120 mM CuCl2) and lowest
in 3L PAz (120 mM CuBr2). The intensity of IRAV bands are reported in Paper III,
which supports this order.
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Figure 19. FTIR spectra of a) 3L PAz (60, 120, 180, and 240 mM CuCl2) and b) 3L PAz (60, 120,
180, and 240 mM FeTOS) in the range 7500 to 2000 cm-1.
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Conclusions and closing remarks

With the help of available literature on PEDOT, the thesis work aimed to develop
and optimize a robust VPP process at atmospheric pressure to fabricate PEDOT and
PAz thin films on desired substrates in simple and cost-effective ways. In addition,
it also focused on PEDOT as an effective organic alternative to ITO.
In this thesis, ultra-thin electroactive films of both PEDOT and PAz are successfully synthesized using our developed and optimized AP-VPP process. Furthermore,
the process parameters can be tuned to alter the properties of both the studied CPs.
The L-b-L synthesis using optimized AP-VPP provided the engineering ability for
CP thin film at a thickness scale of nanometers. In addition, improved conductivities
for PEDOT and capacitance for PAz and PEDOT are also obtained using the L-b-L
synthesis approach. The conformational changes traced using spectroscopic characterization techniques facilitated the comparison between CP films of multiple layers
and provided insights into inter/intra chain interactions upon doping.
Apart from the properties of monomer unit, the chemistry of AP-VPP CP thin
films properties mainly revolves around conjugation length in resulting films, doping
degree, the redox nature of charge carriers formed upon doping-dedoping, surface
properties of deposition-substrate, solvents used for oxidant/oxidant-inhibitor solution and washing, type and stoichiometry of oxidant, rate and time of polymerization,
temperature of cell and substrate, annealing temperatures, and properties of dopant
ions. In addition, influences on the order of nano- to microstructures in morphologies
play an essential role in determining the overall properties of the resulting CP film.
The high conductivity, very low surface roughness, stability in the air, and high
transmittance of 1L to 6L PEDOT films produced in the present thesis work encourage their application in energy storage devices and as transparent electrodes for
touchscreens and bendable devices. 15L PEDOT film and composites with reduced
graphene oxide were synthesized in order to increase the capacitance density. The
simple capacitive mono-touch bendable prototype prepared in this work shows a
proof-of-concept study for touch screen applications. Besides, the biocompatibility
of AP-VPP PEDOT films preceded their ongoing application in bio-photovoltaic devices. Moreover, ongoing applications include AP-VPP PEDOT on cellulose in
green piezoelectric sensors, in sensors integrated with wearable and washable fabrics
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and in electrochromic smart windows. The challenge of large surface area application has been partially overcome through successful scale-up to the area of 484 cm2
at lab premises. However, the challenge of organic material stability at high lamination temperatures in already developed infrastructure for ITO and harsh environmental stability tests remain as obstacles, though the device-encapsulated stability tests
are not yet performed. One solution could be the development of protective layers of
primers to increase stability or infrastructure optimization according to the compatibility of organic materials.
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